Windows appraisal
Notting Hill Housing Group

Notting Hill Housing Group (NHHG) are exploring available options for
replacing single glazed timber frame sash windows currently installed
in their conservation areas properties. Timber windows can be a major
challenge to landlords because they require frequent maintenance with
associated fees and high scaffolding costs. Old single glazed windows
can also result in cold and draughty homes, higher energy bills for
tenants and, in some cases, fuel poverty.
The RE:NEW Support Team has undertaken an
options appraisal for NHHG focusing on three areas:
1

Policy appraisal - What are the regulations surrounding
window replacement in conservation areas and which
replacement options may be allowable?

2

 echnical appraisal - What are the technology options and
T
how do they compare from an energy efficiency perspective?
By how much will tenants’ energy bills be reduced?

3

 inancial appraisal - What are the capital and operational
F
implications of each option for NHHG and its tenants?
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The report assessed the following options
1

Business as usual – retaining single-glazed timber windows for as long as possible.

2	Install secondary glazing while retaining the original single glazed windows.
3

Install new double-glazed sash windows.

PVC

Timber

Acetylated timber

Aluminum clad timber

Wood polymer composite

Metal/glass reinforced plastic

4	Install new double-glazed windows of more than one type (e.g. using lower maintenance
materials on the rear).
5	Install new lower maintenance double-glazed windows to rear elevation only (perhaps
combined with secondary glazing at the front).
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Conclusions and recommendations
Of all the options considered only timber and acetylated timber meet the most stringent
conservation area requirements fully as they involve no change in material. Unfortunately,
these products were also found to be the two most expensive on a whole life-cycle basis.
Acetylated timber can cost slightly more up front than standard timber however the overall
cost is found to be lower. The increased dimensional stability and rot resistance means
surface treatments can last longer for acetylated timber, allowing cyclical maintenance of
windows every ten years, rather than every seven years for standard timber.
Depending on local sensitivities, wood polymer windows may also be an acceptable, lower
cost alternative, especially on the rear elevation. Piloting such products outside conservation
areas may help to test performance and inform conversations with planning officers.
Good quality, vertical sliding, low-e secondary glazing units can be considered as a means
to improve comfort and cut fuel bills. The thermal improvement and energy bill reduction
achieved by good quality secondary glazing can be almost as good as some complete
window replacements. However, this has to be weighed against the fact that secondary
glazing will not reduce the landlord’s scaffolding or maintenance costs, or improve the
situation of dilapidated original windows.
It is vital to take a strategic approach to planning in conservation areas, for example meeting
with senior planners to discuss a broad approach to window replacement and the planning
requirements. This should be done before specific projects are brought to the table. Taking
an open approach is likely to improve relationships and understanding on both sides and
reduce the frustration of failed planning applications. The aim is to achieve a consensus with
planners on the most suitable window replacements in different situations so the planning
process is simpler and applications are more likely to succeed.
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